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The airport was pretty much empty, but several flights were in the air. The other passengers arrived either from the island of Sicily or from the Aegean islands of Greece. Thousands of those
passengers were either Italian or were of Greek, Greek-speaking Anatolian origin. They arrived in the usual Sunday crush at the airport, which is located in the rural outskirts of Palermo, and
the atmosphere was already full of tourists-talk. The collective anticipation was increasing as more and more planes arrived from their respective countries. It was 11:30. There was time for
some coffee and a pastry. Several of the first passengers from the different planes were already in their coffee shops and the pastry shops and they were discussing their holidays and other

matters. Three hours and ten minutes before departure, the one of the last flights arrived, from the city of Athens. After the preliminary arrivals and customs formalities, two of the
passengers were already waiting for the rest of the group to disembark in an official lounge of the airport. One of them was a foreigner with a rather curious personality. Originally, it was

intended to spend the holidays in Corfu, and to visit relatives that had stayed in the city where the ship had undergone repairs. The itinerary had been changed, so that the Greeks, his
relatives, will be surprised to discover that he has stayed in the port of Palermo. He was going to stay in the city, but he had discovered that there was a special Greek presence in Palermo.
The city is full of Greek retirees, emigrants and their descendants from Athens, from Piraeus and Patras, and even from Thessaloniki and the small towns on the slopes of Mount Pelion.

There were Greeks from Thessaloniki that had taken the names of their villages on the slopes, or that had converted their names into Greek, returning to Athens and forgetting they had lived
abroad for years. There were also many Greek-language schools and private schools for the Greek-speaking student, all presided by Greek teachers, who were experienced in Greece and

knew the country well. Finally, there were many hotels that were increasingly popular among Italian tourists during the summer. There was almost a Greek presence in Palermo. It was odd to
see it in Sicily, but Palermo was also becoming an island for those who retired or lived in Greece. The Greeks did not even speak Sicilian, but they knew every corner of the city and they felt

“Greek”
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